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The Alerta Wall Point Receiver can be used on its own as a stand-alone system 

independent of a nurse call system, giving localised alerts, or connected to a nurse 

call system with centralised activation and its own in-room alerts. The volume can 

be deactivated for silent in-room operation.

The Alerta Wall Point Receiver can be wirelessly paired with up to 5 Alerta wireless 

devices; Alerta Wireless Chair Alertamat, Wireless Bed Alertamat, Wireless Floor+ 

Alertamat, wireless Detect PIR and wireless nurse call button. It uses radio frequency 

technology to connect with a wireless range of up to 95 meters. Once paired with 

Alerta devices, it will only transmit to those devices and will not interfere with other 

Alerta Wall Point Receivers or devices in use nearby.

CAUTION
Improper installation of the battery or the installation of the incorrect battery  
type can result in damage to the contacts and cause improper operation.

Installing the Battery
Remove the battery cover on the back of the monitor by loosening 

the locking screw, then sliding the cover downwards. Insert 2 new 1.5V 

AA-type alkaline batteries (not supplied), taking care to observe proper 

battery polarity (positive to positive, negative to negative) or, the Alerta 
Wall Point Receiver can be powered using a mains AC/DC adaptor. 

After fitting batteries, replace the locking screw.

•  When device is operative, the power indicator  

with flash green every 10 seconds.

•  If the battery is low, the power indicator will  

flash red and an audible alarm will be triggered.

• Remember to remove batteries if not in use for a period of time.

How to use the Alerta Wall Point Receiver
1.  Before connecting to the nurse call system, pair the wall point 

receiver to your desired Alerta wireless device(s). Firstly check the 

wireless device is powered and switched on. Next, refer to ‘Pairing’ 

section below and then come back to point 2;

2. Once successfully paired, select desired volume setting in the back 

under the battery cover; S=Silent, L=Low, H=High

3. If using Alerta Wall Point Receiver as a stand-alone system and 

not connecting to nurse call, then it is now ready to use. If using with a 

nurse call system then now plug in to the relevant wall point.
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Alarming / Pause Alarming
When Alerta Wall Point Receiver receives a wireless signal from an 

Alerta wireless device, the corresponding alarm Status indicator flashes 

and alarm sounds.

1. To reset alarm, briefly press the ‘Reset/Hold’ button

2.  To pause alarm activations for 3 minutes;

 a.  Press and hold ‘Reset/Hold’ button for 3 seconds, 5 Status 

indicators will light up and the unit will give a double beep, 

release the ‘Reset/Hold’ button and the unit is now in pause 

alarm mode.

 b. The 5 Status indicators will continue flashing slowly.

3. To exit pause alarm mode either press ‘Reset/Hold’ button briefly, or 

it will automatically exit after 3 minutes.

Pairing
 The Alerta Wall Point Receiver has 5 Status indicators, 

 1 for each live device. 

1. ‘Pair’ button is under battery cover. Press and hold ‘Pair’ button for 

3 seconds. 5 LEDs flash twice and the unit will beep, release the ‘Pair’ 

button and the wall point receiver is now in pair mode.

When in pair mode, power indicator light is illuminated in bright green. 

Status lights light up to show number of currently paired devices.

2. Activate the wireless device you wish to pair by applying pressure if 

bed/chair/floor/nurse call button, or creating movement if Detect PIR.

3. Once pairing successful, the corresponding LED will light up and 

then another device can be paired if spare LED lights left unlit.

4. Failed pairing;

 a.  Device Repeat: If the wall point receiver gives a double beep 

and flashes for 6 seconds, repeat previous steps.

 b.  If the wall point receiver gives a triple beep and blinks for 6 

seconds then there are already 5 devices paired, if you wish 

you can clear all devices and re-pair.

5. To quit pairing mode, either press ‘Pair’ button to exit, or leave for 

20 seconds to exit automatically.

6. To clear all paired devices, follow step 1 to enter pairing mode, 

then press and hold ‘Pair’ button for 6 seconds, 5 LEDs will flash twice 

followed by 1 long beep and all records will be cleared.
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